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For CECIMO, 2017 was a year of significant accomplishments in protecting the interests of 
the AM sector at the European level, and in pulling off policy and regulatory initiatives. From 
skills to energy, we have made our voice heard in the European policy-making circles and 
guaranteed that the EU legislator is well aware of the concerns and interests of European 
AM players. 

We couldn’t achieve such a success without the support of our vast network. Indeed, this 
network is composed of 350 leading actors from all sorts of materials for AM applications and 
from segments like software development and machine manufacturing, post-processing and 
final machine end-use. We also involve top universities, training institutes, legal firms, R&D 
centres, distributors and many other European entities, heavily focused on AM. Meetings 
with these experts are essential in our work: that’s the reason to gather during the year and 
exchange our points of view on diverse issues.

To ensure that AM is a top priority at the European and International level, we organised 
the third Additive Manufacturing European Conference in the European Parliament and the 
International Conference on Additive Manufacturing. The latter took place during EMO, 
the largest metalworking trade fair in the world, and brought together key AM machine 
manufacturers to confront on the latest developments in the field. 

But CECIMO work is not limited to advocacy. We are engaged in the implementation 
of several EU-funded projects on AM, given that we coordinate a consortium of 11 
organisations across 4 countries in one project, and contribute with our knowledge and 
research capabilities in other three projects.

These are few of the many activities we’re involved in, and, thanks to a team of five dedicated 
people, we devote our full attention to advocacy, research and innovation, as well as 
promotion and dissemination of additive manufacturing technologies. Mr Vincenzo Renda 
is the primary responsible and he is supported by CECIMO staff, who give its inputs on 
digitisation, skills shortage, standardisation, energy and environment, market trends and 
trade related issues, plus communications. You can expect that we will continue making 
use of our expertise and vast industry-driven network to advocate the interests of the AM 
sector also in the upcoming year, and we will keep you updated on the latest developments 
via a newsletter.  
 
If you are willing to join our community, please contact Mr. Vincenzo Renda at  
vincenzo.renda@cecimo.eu.

I wish you a pleasant reading.

Filip Geerts
Director General

FOREWORD
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Exclusion of AM machines from new EU Eco-Design rules

After several years of discussion, the European 
Commission came up in September 2017 with proposed 
eco-design requirements on machine tools, covering 
also AM machines (LOT 5 DG GROW). 

The inclusion of AM machines in the scope of this draft 
regulation would have added an excessive burden 
 on the machine manufacturers. It would have asked 
for material efficiency requirements that go beyond 
the reach of the machine manufacturer, and would have 
forced it to undertake extensive efforts to engage 
with its supply chain partners. Moreover, these draft 
rules would have asked for additional information 
on energy consumption that ignores the customized 
nature of AM machines and machine tools in general, 
which are tailored to the specific client needs.  
The obligations to provide this additional information 
would have been disproportionately complex for the 
machine manufacturer, and wouldn’t have considered 
the reality of the industry. 

CECIMO held talks with relevant units in the European 
Commission to exclude AM machines from the scope 
of the draft regulation and we explained our concerns 
on these new draft rules, providing industry-driven 
inputs on this dossier to the Commission officials 
and in relevant consultation fora to which we were 
invited. These actions resulted in the successful 
exemption of AM machines from the proposed 
eco-design rules.

I. ADVOCACY INITIATIVES TO PROMOTE AM INTERESTS

Based on the principles set out in our European Additive 
Manufacturing Strategy released in June 2017, we 
managed to achieve the following advocacy successes.
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http://www.cecimo.eu/site/fileadmin/Additive_manufacturing/AM_European_Strategy_2017_LQ.pdf
http://www.cecimo.eu/site/fileadmin/Additive_manufacturing/AM_European_Strategy_2017_LQ.pdf
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Inclusion of additive manufacturing in the EU Machinery Legislation 

In September 2016, the European Commission initiated a round of consultations 
to gather inputs and contributions from selected manufacturing stakeholders in relation 
to a possible review of the EU Machinery Directive. The aim was to check whether 
the existing Directive was still fit for purpose or needed an upgrade. This legislation 
is important for the European AM industry since it establishes a set of harmonized 
essential health and safety (H&S) requirements on machinery at European level. 
Standards bodies then develop voluntary European harmonised standards based on these 
requirements that can be used by manufacturers to demonstrate compliance of their 
products with the essential EU H&S rules, thus be sold across the entire European market. 

To date, specific harmonised H&S AM standards for CE marking are missing. This absence 
risks creating a bigger burden on the documentation that AM machinery manufacturers 
must provide, an increase in superfluous and bureaucratic demands from authorities,
 and an emergence of legal grey areas. CECIMO has long advocated for the EU to align 
its manufacturing policies with the needs of the European AM industry. So, we made use 
of our public affairs expertise and accessed all relevant policy-makers to make 
the most out of this opportunity. We urged the Commission to consider 
the development of such AM harmonised standards and fill the existing gap 
in the Machinery Directive. Thanks to our efforts, the European Commission 
has recently taken up this issue in its 2018 Annual Standardization Work Programme, 
which includes a possible mandate to the European standardization body (CEN) 
for developing new harmonised standards for AM machinery under the Machinery 
Directive. The integration of AM standards will benefit all AM businesses, making it 
easier to trade their AM machinery across the EU.

An accurate nomenclature of AM machines

The international product nomenclature developed by the World Customs 
Organization (WCO), technically known as Harmonized System (HS), comprises 
thousands of commodity groups, each identified by a six-digit code (HS Code). 
Currently, the HS does not make a distinction between AM machines working 
with metals and those working with other materials, such as ceramics or plastics. 
This inclusive section makes it impossible to accurately trace the trade transactions 
of metal AM machines, resulting in imprecise statistics, which are crucial to better 
grasp the growth potential of additive technologies. CECIMO then submitted 
to the European Commission a proposal to improve the HS nomenclature and create 
a separate sub-heading for AM machines working with metal. The relevant 
Commission services understood the strategic importance of the AM sector 
for Europe and responded positively to our request. CECIMO and the EU officials 
are currently working in close cooperation to better classify AM machines 
in the HS, opting for a more intuitive classification by materials used. 
Because we represent the whole AM sector, CECIMO is equally consulting 
the European Commission regarding AM machines working with materials 
other than metals. In addition to it, the WCO warmly welcomed this proposal 
and CECIMO cooperation with the European Commission. 
CECIMO successfully anticipated the needs of the market through 
this initiative as traceability of AM trade at the international level will be more 
accurate and policy responses for the sector will be better tailored.  
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CECIMO can count on a deep pool of expertise from its members to advance the AM 
growth in Europe. 

CECIMO membership involves 15 national associations, which represent a wide group 
of European AM actors in their own country. Through all CECIMO member countries, 
we represent around 350 leading AM actors from all over Europe, active 
in all the segments of the AM landscape: from the different materials used for additive 
production, software development and machine manufacturing, to others like 
post-processing and final machine end-use. CECIMO’s Additive Manufacturing 
community isn’t a closed industry community, but includes top universities, training 
institutes, legal firms, R&D centres, distributors and all possible AM players. 

Such a network exerts a strong influence on AM-related business and policy-issues 
not only in the EU sphere, but at all levels of governance. Several national associations 
run effective AM platforms and Working Groups on domestic issues. 
For example, AITA, the Italian Association for Additive Technologies, counts 114 AM 
businesses, whose influence on national manufacturing issues is far-reaching. 
Last year, thanks to the work of AITA and its sister organisation UCIMU, the Italian 
government introduced fiscal incentives for investment in new AM capital equipment. 
This support to the modernization of the installed machinery base in Italy is already 
thriving the sector. A similarly incisive work is done by other CECIMO members. 
ADDIMAT, the Spanish Association of Additive Manufacturing Technologies 
and 3D, includes about 60 AM market leaders and plays an active role in boosting 
the importance of the sector in the country. For example, it briefed attendants 
of Formnext 2017, the most relevant world-wide trade fair for additive technologies, 
about ongoing Spanish market developments. The Swiss Additive Manufacturing 
Group (SAMG), founded by SWISSMEM, gathers together 35 top AM players active 
in the country. It conducts efficacious work in areas such as training and education, 
standardization and industrialization of additive techniques. These are just few 
examples of the work done at the national level by our members, which are all active 
in the area. 

II. OUR MEMBERS MATTER

III. … AND WE VALUE THE INPUTS FROM OUR 
EXPERT WORKING GROUP 

We regularly host AM Working Group meetings where AM experts, including representatives 
of the industry, university researchers and members of our network of 15 national advanced 
manufacturing associations, meet to exchange views on current policy initiatives impacting on AM. 
These occasions are important to create and maintain a meaningful discussion platform for AM actors 
along the whole AM value chain, so we can better represent AM community at the EU level.
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IV. OUR HIGH-LEVEL EVENTS IN 2017 

As you can read in our flagship AM strategy, we need a common European approach 
to quickly dismantle technological and policy barriers affecting AM growth 
in the continent. To renew the interest of the EU community about this technology, 
CECIMO has been organising every year since 2015 the European Additive 
Manufacturing Conference (AMEC). 

In 2016, AMEC confirmed the significance of the Additive Manufacturing dossier 
as it gathered around 100 participants around top-notch keynoters. Among others, 
we can mention Phil Reeves, Vice President of Strategic Consulting at Stratasys, 
Jeroen Wijnen, Manager of the Product Management Departement at Ultimaker 
and Khalil Rouhana, Director for Components & Systems at DG CONNECT, 
European Commission. 

Last year’s edition built upon the successes of the previous two, bringing together 
pre-eminent speakers: Jean-Camille Uring (Chairman of AddUp and CECIMO 
Immediate Past President), Ulli Klenk (Principal Key Expert for AM at Siemens 
Power & Gas), Marcus Burton (Non-Executive Director at Yamazaki Mazak U.K. 
Ltd), Alexander Oster (Director of Additive Manufacturing at Autodesk), 
Daan A.J. Kersten (Co-founder & CEO at Additive Industries), Pascal Boillat 
(Head at GF Machining Solutions), Nikolai Zaepernick (Senior Vice President 
Central Europe at EOS GmbH), Jon Porter (Business Development Manager at 
Renishaw), Members of the European Parliament Anthea McIntyre (ECR/ UK), 
Cora van Nieuwenhuizen (ALDE/ NL), Brando Benifei (S&D/ IT) and EC senior 
representatives Peter Dröll (Director for KETs at DG RTD) and Kirsi Ekroth-
Manssila (Head of Unit for KETs, Digital Manufacturing and Interoperability 
at DG GROW). 

In view of the next AMEC edition, have a look at the takeaways of the 2017 
conference. 

http://www.cecimo.eu/site/fileadmin/Additive_manufacturing/AM_European_Strategy_2017_LQ.pdf
http://www.cecimo.eu/site/fileadmin/Additive_manufacturing/AMEC_III_Takeaways.pdf
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V. EMO, AN UNMISSABLE OPPORTUNITY FOR AM

CECIMO can count on solid expertise as partner of large trade fairs and we are 
the owner of EMO registered trademark, the world’s premier trade fair for the 
metalworking sector, which attracts 130.000 visitors in each edition. 

The last edition of EMO took place in Hannover from 18 to 23 September 2017 
and the exhibiting surface dedicated to AM solutions increased considerably, 
attracting a high number of visitors. 

CECIMO placed its successful exhibition booth in the AM hall to meet the 
interest of visitors to know more about our ongoing projects. The booth displayed 
communication materials about two of our current EU initiatives: 3D-PRISM 
and KRAKEN (see later at page 21). Visitors to booth had also the chance to have 
a look at an Airbus A350 Hydraulic manifold (supplied by Safran) and kindly lent 
by the UK’s Manufacturing Technology Centre. 

As association for the AM industry at the European level, we organised a couple 
of tours of Additive Manufacturing EMO booths for EU representatives. On 18 
September Mr Reinhardt Bütikofer, one of the most influential Members of the 
European Parliament on industrial issues, had the chance to spend the whole day  
in the fairground and talk directly to industry executives about the challenges  
they incur. On 20 September, we brought together senior representatives 
of the European Commission and CEOs of advanced manufacturing technology 
to discuss about issues like future EU R&D commitments to AM technology 
and modernization of educational systems. 

In the context of EMO Hannover 2017, we also organized the International 
Additive Manufacturing Conference. The event gave insight into future trends 
for the industry, counting on a line-up of top AM industrialists. Gathering around 
130 participants, the conference featured notable experts such as Marc Saunders 
(Director of Global Solutions Centres at Renishaw plc), Güngör Kara (Director 
of Global Application and Consulting at EOS GmbH), Daniel Lichtenstein (Head 
of Market Development Additive Manufacturing at TRUMPF) and Steve Youngs 
(Development Director at Vero Software Ltd). They debated challenges 
and solutions for the adoption of additive techniques in the industrial context 
and lively interacted with the audience. If you missed the conference and want 
to know more about it, read our press release and check out the speakers’ 
presentations.

http://www.cecimo.eu/site/publications/news/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=389&cHash=183fa77ee0582c5d8761abeef805d4c9
http://krakenproject.eu/public-documents/
http://krakenproject.eu/public-documents/
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VI. WE ADVOCATE AM AT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

Filip Geerts, CECIMO Director General, is a strong presence at notable AM and advanced 
manufacturing conferences. Recent highlights include his participation in a panel on future 
AM scenarios during the 2017 edition of the bi-annual summit organized by Materialise, 
where together with the Executive Chairman of Materialise Peter Leys, and other senior experts 
in AM, he discussed trends and future opportunities for the technology’s industrial deployment. 
Other high points involve his presence in the exclusive EU institutional session of the international 
IN(3D)USTRY conference (his presentation) on 2-5 October 2017, and in Manufuture 2017 (his 
presentation) on 23-26 October 2017, opened by Carlos Moedas, EU Commissioner for Research, 
Science, and Innovation, and the Estonian Presidency of the Council of the EU. 

CECIMO spoke at and attended also the following conferences and events:
• Second Annual European Automotive Aftermarket Summit (Berlin, 6-7 October 2016)
• Brabantdag (Leuven, 19 October 2016)
• Economic Forum (Krynica, 6-8 December 2016)
• Inside 3DPrinting (Dusseldorf, 2-3 February 2017) 
• European Commission Workshop on skills gaps in Additive Manufacturing (Brussels,  

13 March 2017)
• Additive World Conference (Eindhoven, 14-15 March 2017)
• Global Smart Manufacturing conference (Frankfurt, 29-31 March 2017) 
• Annual Smart Manufacturing Summit (Prague, 6–7 April 2017) 
• Materialise World Summit (Brussels, 20-21 April 2017)
• Manufacturing Performance Days (Tampere, 29-31 May 2017)
• AddFab 3D printing business show (Paris, 1 June 2017)
• “Futuring European Industry” workshop (Brussels, 13 June 2017)
• IIoTTalk - Digitizing the Industrial Value Chain (Berlin, 27-28 June 2018)
• International Conference on Additive Manufacturing (Hannover, 21 September 2017)
• Europe’s manufacturing transformation week (Lisbon, 13-17 November 2017)
• ManuTalk. Excellence in Manufacturing & Innovative Technologies (6-7 December 2017)
• Mini hearing on: Investing in a smart, innovative and sustainable Industry (Brussels,  

21 December 2017)

In addition to all these engagements, Filip Geerts was member of the Expert Advisory Board of the 
TCT Awards 2017, an event celebrating the best examples of AM technology use across the globe.

Filip Geerts at Manufuture 2017. PAGE 17

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9nwU8uROqE
https://player.vimeo.com/video/241826364
https://player.vimeo.com/video/241826364
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VII. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AT THE HEART 
INDUSTRY 4.0

Industry 4.0 is a mega-trend destined to reshape the existing manufacturing 
context, bringing together intelligent production systems and advanced information 
technologies, the physical and the digital world.

AM is an essential ingredient in the mix of Industry 4.0 for the digitized factory 
of the future. Its interaction with the Internet of Things, Big Data, Cloud Computing, 
automation and artificial intelligence becomes ever more crucial. AM machines 
are getting increasingly connected to industrial cloud-based platforms, enabling 
a greater efficiency of the plant thanks to services like machine and process health 
monitoring. AM manufacturers are tapping into the realm of machine learning, 
investigating on opportunities to boost part repeatability through real-time,
self-detection and self-correction of production flaws by the machine. Tasks like 
post-build part removal are being automated, sparing operators from the need 
to manually extract the workpiece.

As these technologies are increasingly inter-connected with the future 
industrialization of AM, CECIMO is playing a pivotal role in determining 
the regulatory and policy direction of Industry 4.0 in Europe.

In 2017, we were pioneers in launching a digitization campaign to collect existing 
Software-as-a-service solutions in the machine tool sector and raise awareness 
on emerging Internet of Things concepts in the EU community. We have been 
also working to keep attention on the regulatory aspects of artificial intelligence, 
machine learning and automation. These were also the themes of high-level 
meetings organized by CECIMO where Ms Elżbieta Bieńkowska, European 
Commissioner for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, unveiled 
the European Commission’s vision to nurture AI technologies in Europe.

In this dynamic field, CECIMO has been already endorsed with important roles. 
Mr Geerts has been appointed as Co-Chair of AIOTI (Alliance For Internet of Things 
Innovation) in the Working Group on Smart Manufacturing Industry. He is also 
a member of the European Factories of the Future Association (EFFRA), a decision-
making platform on the content of EU project calls in the advanced manufacturing 
field. 

We worked closely with our members to advocate for government incentives 
for Industry 4.0. As mentioned before, this led to the successful introduction 
of new fiscal incentives for investment in new AM capital equipment. Indeed, 
these measures span across a wide range of Industry 4.0 solutions which are closely 
inter-connected to AM hardware. Our goal is to see similar fiscal provisions adopted 
by other EU member states.

http://www.cecimo.eu/site/fileadmin/Publications/Digitisation_Campaign_web.pdf
http://www.cecimo.eu/site/publications/news/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=410&cHash=d64efab825fc89417052b6ad832a270f
http://www.cecimo.eu/site/publications/news/?tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=410&cHash=d64efab825fc89417052b6ad832a270f
https://aioti.eu/
http://www.effra.eu/
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VIII. EU-FUNDED PROJECTS 

R&D collaborations with leaders of the AM community 

Our EU projects are yielding important results. 

In AM-Motion we joined large AM adopters like Materialise, Airbus and Siemens, 
and leading research centres like TNO, Prodintec, CEA, TWI and others. Together, 
we are identifying barriers for the industrialization of AM in Europe and we are 
mapping gaps on standardization, in the European regulatory landscape and at value 
chain level. We will soon publish the results of these valuable efforts. 

In KRAKEN, done in partnership with AITIIP, FIAT’s R&D centre, TWI, VERO 
Software and other key advanced manufacturing players, we are contributing to the 
development of a multi-material hybrid machine that produces parts up to 20m long 
by focusing on its exploitation plan.

Ongoing actions to drastically reduce AM skills’ shortage in Europe

Skills are a top concern for us and we recognise the gravity of reduced shortage 
for the AM industry in Europe. That’s why we are leading an EU Sector Skills Alliance, 
METALS, that details where and how shop-floor skills will evolve because of 
AM adoption. With the help of our large consortium of national advanced 
manufacturing associations, European universities, training institutes and VET 
regulators, we are developing e-training material for learners in the field, and we will 
publish it by the end of the year. 

Teaming up with the University of Sheffield, ICT players and vocational training 
centres, the 3D-PRISM project created an e-learning AM course for manufacturing 
technicians and operators, and developed two AM curricula to improve the existing 
European qualifications.

But our strategic actions in this field do not end here. As part of AM-Motion, CECIMO 
is running a Europe-wide survey among businesses in the AM ecosystem to better 
understand the needs for skills of employers and formulate suitable training solutions. 
The survey is available online and findings will soon be shared with the broader 
community.

http://www.am-motion.eu/
http://krakenproject.eu/
http://www.metalsalliance.eu/
https://3dprism.eu/
https://versal.com/c/jppgwv/3dprism-mooc
http://www.am-motion.eu/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdpux1Xusq7o8kkjSV1wiUKoD13uAUfFNs2_7iB7LU0EOYnDg/formResponse
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IX. CONNECTING WITH THE STANDARDIZATION
     COMMUNITY

Standards are particularly important for emerging industries like AM. 
They contribute to achieve quality production in highly regulated 
industries like aerospace and healthcare, by facilitating qualification 
and certification efforts. Standards also help in channelling R&D 
activities into truly needed areas. For all these reasons, CECIMO 
is an involved actor in the international standardization community.

In 2014 we joined the influential ASTM Committee F42 on Additive 
Manufacturing Technologies. The Committee was formed in 2009 
and it counts approximately 400 members. Its work is divided among 
6 technical subcommittees addressing the different standardization 
needs for AM technologies. 

In 2015, CECIMO teamed up with the CEN CENELEC Group CEN/TC 
438 “Additive Manufacturing”. The main objective of the body 
is to provide a complete set of European standards on processes, test 
procedures, quality parameters, supply agreements, fundamentals 
and vocabulary based, as far as possible on international 
standardization work (i.e. possibly to apply the Vienna Agreement 
with ISO/TC 261 “Additive Manufacturing” as to ensure consistency 
and harmonization). Secondly, CEN/TC 438 aims to strengthen the link 
between European Research programs and standardization in AM, 
and ensure visibility to European standardization in this field. 
In this case, CECIMO is present with its EU project AM Motion 
and as a member of the AM Platform, a community of industrialists 
and researchers who collaborate for a coherent strategy, 
understanding, development, dissemination and exploitation 
of AM in Europe.

As a part of its strategy to further strengthen its presence 
in the standardization landscape, CECIMO is holding talks with ISO 
to become a liaison with the ISO/TC261 on Additive manufacturing. 

https://www.astm.org/COMMITTEE/F42.htm
https://www.astm.org/COMMITTEE/F42.htm
https://www.cencenelec.eu/standards/Sectors/Machinery/AM/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.cencenelec.eu/standards/Sectors/Machinery/AM/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.iso.org/committee/629086.html
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X. NEWS FROM THE CUTTING-EDGE 
OF INDUSTRIAL AM

Reflecting the growing interest of the AM community in CECIMO activities, we have 
launched a new blog in IndustryArena, a B2B online platform for advanced manufacturing 
technologies. The blog collects a wealth of information, including CECIMO additive 
manufacturing policy documents and events’ takeaways. Together with contributions 
from experts, the blog will be the place to look for insights into the current technological 
and regulatory landscape of industrial AM.

PAGE 25

https://en.industryarena.com/cecimo-additive-manufacturing
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CECIMO partnered selected organisations to push AM further into the 
mainstream. Through these partnerships, we will exchange information 
on AM-related advocacy activities, EU project proposals in AM as well as create 
joint working groups to develop areas of mutual interest. 

We have recently signed two Memorandums of Understanding, one with 
EWF, the European Welding Federation, and one with EPMA, the European 
Association for powder metallurgy industry (including powder for metal AM).

EWF manages a harmonised system for qualification and certification 
of companies and of personnel, working in the welding sector. It also develops 
the qualifications required to get professionals ready for new technologies, 
such as AM. Through this specific partnership, we ensure that business 
and industrial advances are matched and not hindered by the qualifications 
of professionals to operate AM machines, nor by regulatory and policy 
conditions. 

EPMA promotes powder metallurgy technology in Europe, represents 
the European powder metallurgy industry within Europe and internationally, 
as well as develops the future of powder metallurgy. 

XII. … AND PARTNERSHIPS 
 WITH ORGANISATIONS THAT WILL DRIVE
  THE INDUSTRY FORWARD

Not just advocacy on specific regulations, but also awareness-raising campaigns 
are needed today to industrialize AM. Therefore, CECIMO teamed up with large 
manufacturers across the AM value chain to launch a joint campaign, AM360. 
Together with HP, Materialise, Evonik, Henkel and BASF, CECIMO organizes 
EU policy-makers visits to AM factories, allowing them to get a grasp of the 
specific peculiarities and functioning of AM technologies. 

XI. PARTNERSHIPS WITH LARGE MANUFACTURERS 
     TO RAISE AWARENESS OF AM 
     IN THE EU CONTEXT 

http://www.ewf.be/
https://www.epma.com/
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Member Associations

Austria: FMTI  
Fachverband Metalltechnische 
Industrie
www.fmti.at

Belgium: AGORIA  
Federatie van de Technologische 
Industrie
www.agoria.be

Czech Republic: SST
Svazu Strojírenské Technologie
www.sst.cz

Denmark: The Manufacturing 
Industry
part of the Confederation of Danish 
Industry 
ffi.di.dk

Finland: Technology Industries of 
Finland 
www.teknologiateollisuus.fi

France: SYMOP
Syndicat des Entreprises de 
Technologies de Production
www.symop.com/fr

Germany: VDW 
Verein Deutscher 
Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken e.V. 
www.vdw.de

Italy: UCIMU
Associazione dei costruttori 
Italiani di macchine utensili robot e 
automazione
www.ucimu.it

Netherlands: FPT-VIMAG 
Federatie Productie Technologie / 
Sectie VIMAG 
www.ftp-vimag.nl

Portugal: AIMMAP 
Associacâo dos Industriais 
Metalúrgicos, Metalomecãnicos e 
Afins de Portugal 
www.aimmap.pt

Spain: AFM - Advanced 
Manufacturing Technologies 
Asociación española de fabricantes 
de máquinas-herramienta, accesorios, 
componentes y herramientas 
www.afm.es

Sweden: MTAS 
Machine and Tool Association of 
Sweden
www.mtas.se

Switzerland: SWISSMEM
Die Schweizer Maschinen-, Elektro- 
und Metall-Industrie 
www.swissmem.ch

Turkey: MIB
Makina Imalatcilari Birligi 
www.mib.org.tr

United Kingdom: MTA 
The Manufacturing Technologies 
Association 
www.mta.org.uk

Avenue Louise 66, 
1050 Brussels, Belgium
Tel: +32 (0)2 502 70 90
Fax: +32 (0)2 502 60 82
www.cecimo.eu

   
is the European Association representing the common interests of the Machine Tool Industries globally 

and at EU level. We bring together 15 National Associations of machine tool builders, which represent approximately 1500 industrial 
enterprises in Europe (EU + EFTA + Turkey), over 80% of which are SMEs. CECIMO covers more than 97% of total machine tool 
production in Europe and more than one third worldwide. CECIMO assumes a key role in determining the strategic direction of the 
European machine tool industry and promotes the development of the sector in the fields of economy, technology and science.

European Association of 
the Machine Tool Industries

CECIMO 
Secretariat 

Filip Geerts 
Director General

Vincenzo Renda 
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